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In our manufacture, we design and create furniture with attention to the 
smallest details, so that everyday contact with them is a unique experience

We know that lounge furniture is an investment for years, so during the design 
process of our furniture, we focus on the needs of the people who will use 
them.

We use only the highest quality materials so that our furniture is not only 
unique, but also durable for years

On request, we make bedroom beds, corner sofas, sofas, armchairs, pouffes. 
Free choice of size and fabric. As a manufacturer of custom-made furniture, 
we set the bar higher and higher - if you can't find your dream furniture 
anywhere, maybe we can make it!

The Kamado Furniture team

There are over 40 vers ions in  the collect ion

UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE COLLECTION - LOFT

Loft furniture frame made of solid wood and furniture board.
The seat is made of a corrugated spring and high-density HR foam.

The backrest is made of upholstery belts.
The lifting container is on spring lifts.

The sleeping function is pulled out with the Fenix / Delfin machine on silicone wheels.
Headrests with seven-stage ratchet adjustment.

Description:

Meet the modern style, unique appearance combined with functionality.
Loft furniture is an excellent proposition for fan of practical solutions

because they have an easily floating container and a pull-out sleeping function.
Adjustable headrests that allow you to rest freely are a definitely an advantage.
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Loft 36
1025 €

The fabric visible in the photo is a demonstrative version of the material

Total dimension: 270 cm x 190 cm x 77 cm
Sleep space dimension: 195 cm x 125 cm
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The fabric visible in the photo is a demonstrative version of the material

Loft 37
1300 €

Total dimension: 270 cm x 270 cm x 77 cm
Sleep space dimension: 200 cm x 125 cm
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Loft 38
1500 €

Total dimension: 320 cm x 260 cm x 77 cm (left side depth: 180 cm)
Sleep space dimension: 195 cm x 125 cm

x2

The fabric visible in the photo is a demonstrative version of the material



Loft 39
1475 €

Total dimension: 350 cm x 210 cm x 77 cm
Sleep space dimension: 260 cm x 125 cm

The fabric visible in the photo is a demonstrative version of the material

x2
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How to order?

Select the side facing the piece of furniture

We provide
visualization on request

Select the side
of the piece of furniture

The dimensions
of the furniture / modules

Additives

 le side right side
200cm

19
0c

m
  (

B)

100cm

8L

4 4 4

320cm  (A)

20cm

1

eg 320x190
Sleep space

Poufs with
a frame

Removable
overlay

Corner board

splited / not splited seat
Standard height backrest

Electric outlet
orae1342

Wooden
legs

When selecting the le side When selecting the right side

eg. modules  
Big corner (8l)  190cm
Sleep space  (4), 3x66,6cm 
Side element (1)  
low, in one piece 20cm 

eg. modules 
side element (1)  low, in one piece 20cm
Sleep space  (4), 3x66,6cm 
Big corner 

200cm

190
cm

  (B)

100cm

8L

444

320cm  (A)

20cm

1

(8L) 190cm 

eg

Seat / backrest

Fabric / stitching

Eg

77cm

39cm

100cm

40/41 cm

15 cm

28cm

Standard
height backrest
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Width: 125 cm
length determined from the dimension
of the whole furniture

A

B

C
D
E

F

G

H
I
J

Height: 77 cm* / 100 cm**

Width: x

Depth: x

Depth: 100 cm
Seat depth : 55cm

Side element width: 10/20/25/30 cm

Side element height: 47 cm

Seat height : 40cm 
Leg height: 4,5 cm

Backrest height: 37 cm

Sleep space:

60 - 80 cm60 - 80 cm 60 - 80 cm 60 - 80 cm

100 cm 100 cm 100 cm 100 cm

chaise longue L
with long side

chaise longue R
with long side

chaise longue L
with short side

chaise longue R
with short side

large L corner
with a typical

backrest

large R corner
with a typical

backrest

large L corner
with a elongated

backrest

large R corner
with a elongated

backrest

1 1

1 1

6L 6R 7L 7R

8L 9L 9P8R

140-200 cm
 

140 - 200 cm

 100 cm

za
w

sz
e 

10
0 

cm

100 cm 100 cm

added to L
corner

addend to R
corner

10L 10R

10 - 30 cm

side element
/ottoman*

small container medium container Sleep space corner

110 - 200 cm 100 cm

 100 cm

100 - 200 cm1 2 3 3 4 4 5

40 - 100 cm

40 - 100 cm

50 - 100 cm

relax ** left or right

For our clients, we make personalized furniture of any size and finish

Elements can be shortened and lengthened by +/- 5 cm
Upholstered furniture has a tolerance of +/- 5cm

*Ottoman (seat extension)
Electric Relax, where there must always be module 1
"side element/ottoman”

Relax cannot stand by modules 5,6,7,8,9 and 10

Relax 11

63 cm110 - 200 cm

modular elements

pouffe

Pufa
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accessories in the side elements - wooden

Removable
overlay

Permanent
board

Laptop with
a recess

Laptop without
a recess

Thickness: 2cm
Material: oak veneer

19cm
96cm

Thickness: 2cm
Material: oak veneer

always
30cm 26cm

28 cm

12 cm

8 cm

Rotary mechanism
- Chrome plated
- It is raised 100 mm up
- Table rotation 360 with a fixed position every 90
- Assisted opening Lock-in gas spring
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Thickness: 2cm
Material: oak veneer

19cm55cm



Pouffes with
a wooden frame

Poufs without a frame
- upholstered finish

The shelf in
a side element

Bar
AVAILABLE IN FOUR COLORS:
WHITE, BLACK, NATURAL, WALNUT

recess inside: 37 cm / 18 cm / 77 cm
Frame: oak veneer

The recess inside the top shelf is 7 cm
(this dimension is constant for 20/25/30 / 35cm side element

The lower internal recess is 15.8 cm

Note: the poufs protrude about 17 cm
from the 20 cm wide side element

Note: the poufs protrude about 17 cm
from the 20 cm wide side element

recess inside:
35 cm / 17 cm / 73.5 cm
Frame: oak veneer

100cm

71cm

54,5cm

20cm

15cm

12 cm

100cm

54,5cm

35cm 35cm

37cm

20cm

100cm

54,5cm

20cm

35cm 35cm

37cm

12 cm

100cm

54,5cm

20cm

ok 50 cm

18cm

15,8cm

7cm

As standard, the recess back is upholstered in fabric 
On request, it can be oak veneer
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additives



Shelves in the back of the furniture

35cm

2cm

35cm

Depth: 15 cm
Height inside: 42cm
The height of one field: 20cm
Width: X
Material: oak veneer

Electrical outlet orae
- Push to open
- 230v*3 + 2*USB
- Silver 

Electrical outlet orae 13124

Corner board

Electrical outlet/ports

Dual USB por
- Otwierane z klapką
- Srebrny / Czarny
- Zasilacz

Cupholder 
LED lighting

LED lighting
- warm light color
- Built-in LED
- The lamp is best mounted on a wooden board
  

CUP HOLDER
- Waterproof, cooling
- Touch buttons
- LED lighting
- Black colour
- Ø 110mm, wys. 150mm
- Transformer
- Control box

LIGHT

COOL

Blockade Light Cooling

As standard, in the recess with shelves, the back is covered with fabric,
on request it can be oak veneer

15cm42cm

x

20cm

20 2 1
Thickness: 2cm
Material: oak veneer

additives



The relax function
- The "zero Wall" function - the furniture does not need
   to be moved away from the wall
- Electric button
- Width (always 65cm)
- The maximum load is 150 kg
- Side mounted buttons as standard

- The standard "dolphin" machine with silicone rings
Board / foam / standard upholstery fabric on a sliding element

- Wave spring "A", upholstery fabric made
of a selected material additionally payable

77cm

39cm

100cm

40/41 cm

15 cm

28cm

Standard
height

100cm

82cm 

40/41cm

87cm 

100cm

40/41cm

+5cm 
to standard height

+10cm 
to standard height

44cm

49cmSleeping function
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Tactile buttons mounted on the seat additionally payable

backrestadditives



side elements without additives legs

typical side
element splited

splited side
element increased +5cm

splited side
element increased +10cm

The width of side elements : 10 cm / 15 cm / 20 cm / 25 cm / 30 cm / 35 cm
Note! If there are additives like bar, shel, pouffes the side element are increased

short side element
not splited

increased side element
not splited

4,5cm
19 cm

23,5 cm

46-47cm

4,5cm
19 cm

28 cm51-52cm

4,5cm

42,5 cm

46-47cm

4,5cm

51 cm

54,5-55,5cm

4,5cm
19 cm

33 cm

56-57cm

Optional:

10 cm
4cm

x

x

4cm

x

4cm
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Oak wood
(any color from the catalog) 

Chrome plated:
round or square



Seats
undivided

Seats
divided

Not quilted Quilted in 1 Quilted in 4

seat finish
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wood colour

In fact, the color and structure may differ from the images shown. 
Differences between production batches are allowed. 
Photos are for reference only.

Teak 23-35Naturalny Mahoń 25-01 Beż bn-125-09 Biel 20-01 Brąz 22-45

Czerń 29-10 Oranż 23-05 Orzech 22-63 Żółcień 21-05 Brunat 22-05



RokoBenetoSven ZoyaMonolith (Davis)

The entire range of colors
and materials is available at

www.fargotex.pl
www.artmeb-hurt.pl
www.kewis.com.pl

GROUP 1 - in the price of the furniture GROUP 2 + 10% of the furniture value GROUP 3 + 20% of the furniture value

The thread is sewn in the color
of the fabric as standard

Any thread can be used
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get inspired
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